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RIGHT TO RENT CHECKS UPDATE
Taken from Email received from The Home
Office
We announced on 12 May 2021 that the temporary
adjustments would end on 20 June 2021. This date has
now been delayed.
Following the UK Government announcement on 14
June 2021 to delay lifting the remaining lockdown
restrictions until 19 July 2021, we have decided to push
the date back for the resumption of physical document
checks to 1 September 2021. This will ensure landlords
have sufficient time to put measures in place to enable
face to face document checks.
From 1 September 2021, you must check the prescribed
documents as set out in the right to rent code of practice
and the landlord’s guide, published on GOV.UK at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/landlordsimmigration-right-to-rent-checks.
This means that
when carrying out a document check you must be in
possession of the original documents. You can no
longer accept a scanned copy or a photo of original
documents, as this will not provide you with a defence
against a civil penalty.
Alternatively, where applicable you can use the Home
Office online right to rent service via https://
www.gov.uk/view-right-to-rent, which does not require
you to see or check the individual’s physical
documents. You can carry out a check via video call
using this service as right to rent information is
provided in real time direct from Home Office systems -

the tenant must give you permission to view their details
in the form of a share code.
This service can be used by those with a current
Biometric Residence Permit or Card, status under the
EU Settlement Scheme, or the points-based immigration
system.
Landlords cannot insist individuals use this service or
discriminate against those who choose to use their
documents to prove their right to rent.
There is no requirement to carry out retrospective
checks on those who had a COVID-19 adjusted check
between 30 March 2020 and 31 August 2021
(inclusive). This reflects the length of time the adjusted
checks have been in place and supports business during
this difficult time.
You will maintain a defence against a civil penalty if the
check you have undertaken during this period was done
in the prescribed standard manner or as set out in the
COVID-19 adjusted checks guidance. However, any
individual identified with no lawful immigration status
in the UK may be liable to enforcement action.
Further information can be found on GOV.UK: https://
www.gov.uk/guidance/coronavirus-covid-19-landlordright-to-rent-checks
You can sign up to receive updates about the Right to
Rent Scheme on GOV.UK.
Finally, queries about the Right to Rent Scheme can be
sent to:
RighttoRentandRighttoWork@homeoffice.gov.uk

RIGHT TO RENT CHECKS FROM 1 JULY 2021
IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR LANDLORDS
Key information
• You must check that a tenant or lodger can legally
rent your residential property in England.
• The way EU, EEA and Swiss citizens prove their
right to rent has changed.
• From 1 July 2021, EU, EEA and Swiss citizens
need to prove their rights in the UK, including their
right to rent, either using the online checking
service or with a physical immigration document.
• You can use the Home Office online checking
service on GOV.UK to view the immigration status
of existing and prospective tenants. The service is
simple, secure, free to use and enables checks to be
carried out by video call. You do not need to check
physical documents if you use the online checking
service, as information about an individual’s right to
rent is provided in real time directly from Home
Office systems.
• You could face a civil penalty if you rent your
property to someone who does not have the right to
rent, if you have not carried out a correct right to
rent check.
• You should not discriminate when conducting right
to rent checks. See the code of practice for landlords
for more information
Using the online checking service

•

•

•

•

You can use the Home Office online checking
service to check someone’s right to rent if your
tenant:
• has a valid biometric residence card or permit
(BRC/P)
• has settled or pre-settled status under the EU
Settlement Scheme (EUSS)
• has an eVisa
Those who have applied to the EU Settlement
Scheme or for a UK visa (including permission to
stay) using the ID Check app or by visiting a Visa
Application Centre or Service and Support Centre,
will use their UKVI account credentials to log into
the online View and Prove service on GOV.UK,
which is where they can access their online
immigration information. This is called an eVisa.
Most EU, EEA and Swiss citizens will have an
eVisa and are required to use the online checking
service to prove their right to rent.
To carry out an online right to rent check, you will
need the applicant’s date of birth and their ‘share
code’. You can then complete the check online by
visiting: GOV.UK/view-right-to-rent
Your tenant’s share code will be valid for 30 days
from when they create it. At the end of the 30 days,
the code will no longer be valid, and you will no
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RIGHT TO RENT CHECKS FROM 1 JULY 2021
IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR LANDLORDS
longer have access to your tenant’s immigration
information, unless they provide you with another,
new share code
• If someone does not have an eVisa you can check
which types of document someone can use to prove
their right to rent in England.
• A guide for EU, EEA and Swiss citizens about
viewing and proving their immigration status
(eVisa) is available on GOV.UK
• Support is available for landlords via the Landlord
Enquiry Helpline by calling 0300 790 6268 or
queries about the Right to Rent Scheme can be
emailed to:
RighttoRentandRighttoWork@homeoffice.gov.uk
Frequently asked questions
What is the right to rent scheme?
• The right to rent scheme was introduced as part of a
suite of measures designed to tackle and deter
illegal immigration. It is intended to prevent
individuals without lawful immigration status in the
UK from accessing accommodation in the private
rented sector; and to support efforts to tackle those
who exploit vulnerable migrants, often housing
them in very poor conditions.
Why do landlords carry out right to rent checks?
• Landlords are required to carry out simple checks,
applicable to everyone, including British citizens, to
ensure the individual has lawful status in the UK
before they rent a property to an individual. There
are penalties for landlords who fail to complete the
checks and who are later found to have rented to
someone without a right to rent.
• There are two types of right to rent checks: a
manual document check and an online check. The
type of check a landlord needs to carry out will
depend on how the individual has been granted their
immigration status, and in some circumstances, the
individual’s preference.
What is the Home Office right to rent online
checking service?
• The online service is simple, secure and free to use
and enables checks to be carried out by video call.
Landlords do not need to check physical documents,
as the individual’s right to rent information is
provided in real time directly from Home Office
systems.
• The online service is customer led. If an individual
notices an inaccuracy in their data, they can contact
the Home Office for support to resolve this before
sharing their details with their prospective or
current landlord.
• Landlords must use the ‘View a tenant’s right to
rent in England service’ to carry out an online
check. Landlords will not have a defence against
liability for a civil penalty if they view or copy the
details provided by the individual.
What if an individual has submitted an application
to the EUSS up to and including 30 June 2021, but
has not received a decision?

•

EU, EEA and Swiss citizens, and their family
members, who have made an application to the
EUSS on or before 30 June 2021, and have not yet
been granted status, can continue to live in the UK
and have a right to rent until their application is
finally determined. This includes pending the
outcome of any appeal against a decision to refuse
status.
• Those who make an application before, but which
remains outstanding after 30 June 2021, will be able
to rely on their Certificate of Application as proof
of their right to rent, when this is verified by the
Home Office Landlord Checking Service (LCS).
• To verify the certificate of application, a landlord
must request a right to rent check from the LCS
using the online form ‘request a Home Office right
to rent check’ on GOV.UK
• Increasingly, individuals will receive their
Certificate of Application digitally. This will enable
them to use Home Office online service to prove
their right to rent.
Are landlords required to conduct retrospective
checks on EU, EEA and Swiss citizens?
• There is no requirement for landlords to carry out a
retrospective check on EU, EEA and Swiss citizens
who entered into a tenancy agreement up to and
including 30 June 2021. Landlords will maintain a
continuous statutory excuse against liability for a
civil penalty if the initial check was undertaken in
line with legislation and published guidance at the
time.
• However, we recognise that some landlords may
wish to conduct retrospective checks. If a landlord
chooses to carry out a retrospective check, they
must ensure that they do so in a non-discriminatory
manner.
• If, when carrying out a retrospective check, a
landlord discovers that an existing tenant no longer
has a right to rent, they do not need to evict the
tenant. The landlord must make a report via
GOV.UK to the Home Office using the online form,
in order to maintain their statutory excuse.
What should a landlord do if they find an existing
tenant has not applied to the EUSS after 1 July
2021?
• Landlords should advise their tenant to apply to the
EUSS immediately in order to regularise their
immigration status. Where an individual has
reasonable grounds for missing the application
deadline (30 June 2021) they will be given a further
opportunity to apply. They can make an application
free of charge.
• If a landlord discovers that an existing tenant no
longer has lawful status in the UK, they do not need
to take action to evict the tenant. However, they
must make a report via GOV.UK to the Home
Office using the online form, to maintain their
statutory excuse.
(Continued on page 6)
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RIGHT TO RENT CHECKS FROM 1 JULY 2021
IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR LANDLORDS
•

The criminal offence, of knowingly letting to a
person without the correct immigration status, is for
the most serious cases. It is not intended for
landlords who comply with the right to rent scheme
and simply make a mistake.
An EEA citizen has difficulties accessing the Home
Office online services, where can they go for
assistance?
• Users who require further assistance can contact the
UKVI Resolution Centre, which provides telephone
and email support to all individuals using the online
immigration status services.
This includes
supporting users through the online journey:
• helping them to access or recover their account

•
•
•

•

helping them to update their personal details
sharing status on their behalf if they are unable
to do so themselves
The Resolution Centre will also be able to assist
users who are experiencing technical issues with
their online immigration status, and where
necessary, enable their status to be verified through
alternative means.
If the individual needs access to a device or the
internet, many local libraries have computers where
they can access the internet. Please visit your local
library.
From Government Guidance Document

COURT OF APPEAL
NO REQUIREMENT TO PROVIDE EPC WHEN
SERVING S21 FOR PRE OCTOBER 2015 TENANCIES
On 23 June 2021 the Court of Appeal has concluded
that Regulation 2 of The Assured Shorthold Tenancy
Notices and Prescribed Information (England)
Regulations 2015 does not apply to tenancies granted
before 1 October 2015.
This means that landlords with properties let under such
Assured Shorthold Tenancies (“AST’s”) do not have to
serve an Energy Performance Certificate (“EPC”) or
comply with requirements in the Gas Safety
(Installation and Use) Regulations 1998 in order to be
able to rely upon a section 21 notice.
The Deregulation Act 2015
The Deregulation Act 2015 (“DA 2015”) inserted the
following provision into the Housing Act 1988:
21A (1) - A notice under subsection (1) or (4) of section
21 may not be given in relation to an assured shorthold
tenancy of a dwelling-house in England at a time when
the landlord is in breach of a prescribed requirement.
A “prescribed requirement” would include the
provision of an EPC.
In addition, Regulation 2 of the Assured Shorthold
Tenancy Notices and Prescribed Requirements
(England) Regulations 2015 (SI 2015/1646) (the
“Regulations”) states that before serving a section 21
notice seeking possession, a landlord must have
provided the tenant with an EPC and Gas Safety
Certificate.
Minister v Hathaway & Hathaway [2021] EWCA
CIV 936 The landlord in the above case, Mr & Mrs
Hathaway, had granted the tenancy to Mr Minster in
2008. No renewal of the tenancy was ever granted
subsequent to the original 2008 agreement and therefore
the 2008 tenancy became a statutory periodic tenancy in
2009 and continued to “roll over” year on year
thereafter.
In December 2018, the landlord served a section 21
notice on the tenant seeking possession, and later issued
proceedings for possession of the property. The tenant

defended those proceedings on the basis that the
landlord had failed to provide an EPC prior to serving
the section 21 notice seeking possession.
At first instance the section 21 notice was held to be
invalid but on appeal by the landlord, the decision was
overturned and the section 21 notice was held to be
valid. The tenant appealed the decision.
The Court of Appeal decision
The Court of Appeal concluded that the section 21
notice was in fact valid as Regulation 2 of the
Regulations does not apply to tenancies that have been
granted before 1 October 2015.
Final thoughts
As a result of this decision landlords of properties let
under AST’s granted or renewed prior to 1 October
2015 are not required to serve an EPC or How to Rent
Booklet, or comply with the Gas Safety Regulations
(Gas Safety (Installation and Use) Regulations 1998) etc
when serving a section 21 notice seeking possession,
Full compliance with the DA2015 is still required for all
AST’s granted or renewed on or after 1 October 2015.
This decision of the Court of Appeal with be good news
for some landlords and provides clarity on an often
debated topic. However, as this is a recent decision it
might be worth while still including for the time being
and where available early EPC’s and gas Safety
Certificates in order to save any complications and costs
later down the line were the court to inadvertently and
incorrectly make an order conflicting with the Court of
Appeal decision here. It is better to include the material,
if available than face the delay and cost of an
application back to the court to correct a bad decision.
From KDL Law
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OUTDATED! SOME RENTAL REGULATIONS DATE
BACK TO 18TH CENTURY
Some laws underpinning the private rented sector date
back to the 18th century and are no longer fit for
purposes, according to the NRLA trade body.
The National Residential Landlords Association’s
analysis claims that by the time the forthcoming
Building Safety Bill is given Royal Assent, the number
of statutory provisions applying to the sector in England
will have risen by 40 per cent over the last decade to
168 pieces of legislation.
This includes the Landlord and Tenant Act 1730 and the
Distress for Rent Act 1737.
The association is warning that far from the private
rented sector being under-regulated, the sheer number
of laws means councils are unable to enforce them
properly.
Data obtained by one of the NRLA’s predecessor
organisations found that in 2017/18, 89 per cent of local
authorities reported issuing no civil penalties against
private landlords. Over half said they did not have a
civil penalty policy in place.
With the government pledged to develop a new White
Paper on the private rented sector in the autumn, the
NRLA is calling for a full assessment of the ability of
councils to enforce the wide range of powers already
available to them.

It is warning that proposals to improve the sector for
tenants and responsible landlords will be critically
undermined if regulations cannot be enforced properly,
which would serve only to help those providing substandard accommodation.
The NRLA is also calling for a full review by the Law
Commission of the current laws applying to the sector
to establish if they are fit for purpose, and to propose
updated and potentially consolidated legislation fit for
the 21st century.
“The laws underpinning the private rented sector are not
fit for purpose. They are failing to protect responsible
landlords and tenants from the actions of those who
bring the sector into disrepute” says Ben Beadle,
association chief executive.
“As ministers consider further reforms it is urgent that
we understand the ability of councils to properly
enforce these as well as existing regulations. We also
need to use this opportunity to ensure laws reflect the
realities of a modern private rented sector.”
From Landlord Today

The above figure does not include additional
regulations

LANDLORDS AND COMPLIANCE—THE DEVIL IS IN
THE DETAIL
In recent months, residential landlords have been under
huge pressure to keep on top of a raft of new legislation
and guidelines, including many protections for tenants
extended by the government during the pandemic.
They include a continuing hold on evictions, the new
debt moratorium scheme, and changes to validating the
right to rent, through to permission for pets, new rules
on electrical testing and the anticipated extension for
carbon monoxide monitoring later in the year.
Landlords must also comply with the shift to online
reporting to HMRC, under the Making Tax Digital
initiative.
But what changes are coming and how will they impact
residential landlords in the months ahead?
Evictions
All evictions were put on hold until after 31 May 2021,
except in limited circumstances - domestic abuse, antisocial behaviour, or rent arrears of more than six
months – following a temporary change to the law
introduced during 2020 to protect tenants during the
pandemic.
However, while this date has now passed, Rob explains
that the government is urging landlords to try to resolve
matters amicably.
The government is keen to see landlords and tenants
resolving disputes without going to court while the
pandemic continues. This could involve agreeing a
repayment plan if there are arrears, or a lower rent if
tenants are struggling because of job loss.
Where action is taken, landlords must follow procedures

carefully. They must be sure they serve the right notice
and give the required notice period, whether taking
action under section 8 where the terms of the tenancy
have been broken or under section 21 for no-fault
situations, where they need to take back possession of a
property.
For section 21 notices – which allow landlords to regain
possession of property at the end of a fixed-term assured
shorthold tenancy, or one with no fixed end date – a
longer notice period is required currently because of
coronavirus.
Since 29 August 2020 in England, and since 24 July in
Wales, the notice period must be at least six
months. The time in which the landlord can start
possession proceedings after the service of the notice is
also extended, from six to ten months. Landlords must
use new paperwork which reflects these changes in time
limits, with an updated form 6A for a no-fault
possession notice under section 21.
That’s how it stands at present, but it’s likely that the
government will abolish section 21 evictions altogether
later this year. The recent Queen’s Speech confirmed
they would publish the consultation response on
reforming tenancy law, to improve security for tenants
in the private rented sector, while strengthening
repossession grounds for landlords where there is a
valid reason.
Debt management
Another major legislative change is the debt respite
(Continued on page 9)
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LANDLORDS AND COMPLIANCE—THE DEVIL IS IN
THE DETAIL
scheme which came into force on 4 May 2021 in
England and Wales. Now, a debt advisor authorised by
the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) or a local
authority can start what is known as a ‘breathing space
moratorium’. This will provide someone in financial
difficulties with legal protections from creditors, and in
this context, the landlord will usually be the creditor and
tenant the debtor.
The government has published some useful guidance for
creditors, although it’s likely specialist advice will be
needed as creditors feel their way on this. What is
important to understand is that if you are told that a debt
owed to you is in a breathing space, you must stop all
action and put protections in place until the breathing
space ends.”
There are two types of breathing space: a standard
breathing space and a mental health crisis breathing
space. The standard breathing space is available to
anyone with problem debt, giving legal protection from
creditor action for up to 60 days. Those given breathing
space while receiving mental health crisis treatment will
have additional protection, with the breathing space
lasting as long as the treatment, plus 30 days.
The legislation is known formally as The Debt Respite
Scheme (Breathing Space Moratorium and Mental
Health Crisis Moratorium) (England and Wales)
Regulations 2020.
Property management
Every property should have an electrical safety
compliance certificate since 1 April 2021, to prove that
fixed electrical installations have been safety tested by a
qualified electrician.
The Electrical Safety Standards in the Private Rented
Sector (England) Regulations applied to all new
tenancies from June 2020, and all existing tenancies
were required to comply by April this year. There are
few exceptions on residential tenancies, and landlords
must ensure that electrical installations are checked by a
qualified person to ensure they meet the standards set
out in the BS 7671: 2018 Wiring Regulations and an
Electrical Safety Condition Report – or EICR – must be
provided to existing tenants within 28 days and before a
tenancy starts for new tenants.
The electrical installation must be visually checked on a
regular basis, and a full check undertaken by a qualified
person at least every five years.
The outcome of a review of carbon monoxide alarm
requirements is expected later this year. Currently

limited to solid fuel appliances in the private rented
sector, the Smoke and Carbon Monoxide Alarm
(England) Regulations 2015 may be extended to the
installation of oil and gas boilers and to social housing.
Following the huge spike in pet ownership during the
pandemic, being a pet-friendly landlord came another
step closer, with the government amending its Model
Tenancy Agreement (MTA) to make allowing pets the
default position.
The MTA is the recommended contract for landlords
and under the new guidelines, landlords will no longer
be able to impose a blanket ban on pets. Instead, they
will have to object in writing within 28 days of a written
pet request from a tenant and provide a good reason for
their objection. Tenants could still face restrictions,
such as in smaller properties or flats where it may be
impractical and would still be legally required to repair
or cover the cost of any damage to the property caused
by the pet.
Checks and balances
There are further changes in validating prospective
tenants under Right to Rent rules. Firstly, because of
Brexit, since 1 January the EU-Exit grace period has
allowed EEA citizens to continue to use their passport
or national identity card to demonstrate their right to
rent in the UK, but this came to an end on 30 June
2021.
Also in June would have been the end to the temporary
relaxation on seeing original documents which was
allowed during the pandemic, meaning landlords could
check tenant documents over video call or by receiving
a scanned version. This has since been extended to
August 2021, when landlords must revert to face-to-face
and physical document checks.
All landlords with a turnover of more than £85,000
should already be reporting their VAT digitally, under
HMRC’s MTD (making tax digital). From April 2022,
MTD will apply to all UK VAT registered businesses,
regardless of their turnover, and to certain business
income tax records from April 2023. It means even
micro-businesses who may have registered voluntarily
to obtain VAT refunds, will need to use compatible
software to submit their VAT return.
This year there are more tripwires than usual for
landlords who don’t keep an eye on the calendar and up
to date with all these changes.
From Property Investor Today

RENT RISES DRIVEN BY HIGHER TAXES AND
REGULATIONS FOR LANDLORDS
A leading supplier says rent rises seen in recent months
have been driven by increased taxes and regulations
imposed on landlords.
The claim comes from Andy Halstead, HomeLet & Let
Alliance chief executive, in the light of a new record
high UK average rent of over £1,000 per calendar
month.

Halstead says: “Throughout the Coronavirus pandemic,
the government rightly took measures to protect tenants
but didn’t go far enough to balance the protection for
landlords.
“It’s a continuation of the theme that we’ve seen for
many years, with landlords being penalised by higher
(Continued on page 11)
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RENT RISES DRIVEN BY HIGHER TAXES AND
REGULATIONS FOR LANDLORDS
taxes and increased complexity in obtaining possession
of their properties.
“In simple terms, increased costs for landlords mean
increased costs for tenants. Some landlords have exited
the market whilst the stamp duty holiday has stimulated
the sales market, impacting the stock level. These are all
factors driving an increase in rental values for new
tenancies, which are way above the rate of inflation.
“The private rented sector plays a critical role in the
UK’s housing market. As restrictions begin to ease, the
flexibility provided by rentals will be crucial to mobility
across the UK and as a means to access affordable
housing that fits the varying needs of a diverse range of
tenants.
“The sector works best when there’s a mutual balance
between tenants, landlords and letting agents.
The Government can’t treat the rental market as an
afterthought. Policies that solely focuses on
homeownership will only deepen the issues in the UK’s
housing market.
“Some people might be shocked to see the average UK

rental price tip over the £1,000 mark, yet supply and
demand dynamics will only continue to drive rental
prices upwards for the rest of the year, and we’ll see
more records broken in 2021.”
HomeLet’s latest figures show the average UK rent now
stands at a record £1,007 per calendar month - the
highest ever.
That’s up 5.9 per cent on the same time last year, and up
7.0 per cent on this time two years ago.
London sees its first price increase for over a year, with
an annual rise of 1.5 per cent to £1,607 ppm - although
this is still lower than pre-Covid, when the average was
£1,611 back in June 2019.
Excluding London, the average UK rent is actually 8.0
per cent higher than last year, up to £861.
South West England saw the highest annual price rise,
with the current average price of £948pcm, marking
a 10.5 per cent increase on this time last year, and a 12.6
per cent increase on pre-Covid levels.
From Landlord Today

HOUSING HEALTH AND SAFETY RATING SYSTEM
REVIEW
Renting out and managing a property is not an easy job,
but understanding the Housing Health Safety and
Rating System (HHSRS) and its application make it
even harder.
Although the topic may not appear the most exciting,
it affects all landlords and how they let property.
HHSRS is the mechanism by which local
authority officers judge if a property is safe
and whether it can be legally rented out. The way
that
decisions
are
made
under
HHSRS is currently cloaked by the opaqueness of
the rating process. But this is about to change.
The UK Government is reviewing the system and
proposing the introduction of minimum standards, to
make it easier for landlords and tenants to use. This is
welcome and the hidden HHSRS process that is privy to
a few won’t be such a mystery anymore. The proposed
new system will be open, transparent and have worked
examples, so those affected know what they are being
judged against.
What is HHSRS?
The HHSRS system was created out of the 2004
Housing Act and the government defines it as:
“…a risk-based evaluation tool to help local authorities
identify and protect against potential risks and hazards
to health and safety from any deficiencies identified in
dwellings”.
It is this system that is used by environmental health
officers when they inspect a property. The proposed
change will mean that all parties will know what the
minimum standard for a property is, and what the
potential dangers are. It will give worked examples
for the minimisation or removal of such hazards. All
parties will know what they are being judged against.
Revolutionary, one might say.

There are currently 29 different hazards as part of the
rating system. Each hazard is judged by the enforcement
officer and ranked. If the hazard is deemed to
be serious, it will be classified a ‘category 1 hazard’ and
a process to resolve this will begin. The local authority
has a legal duty to resolve the issue. If the hazard is
deemed to be ‘category 2’, that is, less serious, the local
authority can still take action or propose a solution to
the problem. They can also point out potential risks that
exist in a property.
Why the review is important
The move to more transparency will reduce conflicts in
interpretation and make it more open to landlords
and tenants to engage with the process. Worked
examples of minimum standards are a positive
step which will help landlords understand their duties
under the regulations.
The government review of HHSRS is due to complete
in the next two years, and the NRLA sits on the project
board feeding into the work alongside a wide range of
stakeholders across the sector. As the work progresses,
we will keep you up to date on what the changes
will likely mean for landlords.
From NRLA
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GRENFELL PROMPTS CREATION OF BUILDING
SAFETY REGULATOR
A new regulator will be set up with the power to
prosecute property developers that do not meet
safety standards, the government has announced.
The new safety regime is designed to prevent any
repetition of the Grenfell Tower disaster, which killed
72 people in 2017.
Housing Secretary Robert Jenrick will unveil the plans
in the government's Building Safety Bill on Monday.
The new system would reassure "the vast majority" of
residents, he said.
He also said the new regulator would provide "essential
oversight at every stage of a building's lifecycle, from
design, construction, completion to occupation".
A spokesperson for the Ministry of Housing
Communities and Local Government (MHCLG) said
the bill would ensure there were clearly identified
people responsible for the safety of the design, build
and occupation of high rise buildings.
And the bill would also give residents more routes
through which to raise concerns about safety, the
spokesperson said. Before the Grenfell disaster,
residents said they raised the issue of fire safety in the
building and were ignored.
Under the new system, property developers who fail to
meet requirements could be prosecuted, and
manufacturers could have their construction products
taken off the market.
"The new building safety regime will be a proportionate
one, ensuring those buildings requiring remediation are
brought to an acceptable standard of safety swiftly, and
reassuring the vast majority of residents and
leaseholders in those buildings that their homes are
safe," Mr Jenrick said.
On Sunday, the housing secretary revealed to the BBC
that he planned to use the bill to strengthen the rights of
residents who wished to pursue compensation from
builders for sub-standard or unsafe work.

As part of the proposals, residents will have 15 years
rather than just six as previously, to pursue a claim.
After the Grenfell fire, thousands of other blocks of flats
were found to be covered in similar dangerous cladding.
The government has made a £5bn fund available to
remove cladding on buildings over 18 metres. But many
residents have still faced huge bills for the removal of
cladding and other fire safety work.
Robert Jenrick announced on Sunday that leaseholders
would have 15 years to sue developers who had used
"Grenfell-style" cladding
Campaigners - speaking on behalf of leaseholders
facing massive bills for safety work - said the longer
time frame would not solve the problem for many
people, particularly if the developer responsible had
gone out of business, or if the building was more than
15 years old.
Labour's shadow housing secretary Lucy Powell said
people had already found the barriers to mounting legal
action "too high and costly, and outcomes ineffective".
The new Bill does not ensure leaseholders will be
protected from charges for remedial safety work. It only
requires building owners to demonstrate they have
explored alternative ways of meet remediation
costs before passing them on to leaseholders.
From BBC News

With thanks to Jeff Hick for bringing this
article to our attention.
Jeff Hick provides FREE initial advice to
CRLA members
Tel: 01872 277256
Email: jeffhick@hotmail.com

FIRE SAFETY: WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT
Following
the
Grenfell
Tower
fire
in
2017 there is renewed vigour to improve standards,
particularly relating to fire safety. While initially
focused on high-rise blocks, increasing attention is
moving to other types of properties – and it’s important
landlords are aware of the changes coming down the
line. Public Affairs Officer James Harvie takes a closer
look at what landlords can expect in relation to fire
safety.
Cladding crisis continues
A
ban
on
ACM
(aluminium
composite material) cladding in 2018 required many
high-rise buildings – over 18 metres – to strip cladding
from their exterior, however finance is an ongoing
concern. In turn, lenders are cautious about offering
mortgages for properties that could be deemed unsafe.
Following further, and broader, government guidance
issued in early 2020 many lenders have been requesting
External Wall System (EWS1) checks as part of the

valuation for all buildings with any cladding, making
selling these properties more difficult.
In response, the Government announced in February
2021 that it would make a further £3.5
billion available in grants and loans to
address unsafe cladding. This was followed by an
update by the Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors
(RICS) to its guidance notes on valuing residential
buildings with cladding, aimed at clarifying where
EWS1 forms are required.
Yet, there are many who say this does not go far
enough,
with
variable
influence
on
lenders, and that developers or the government
should fund the removal of all unsafe cladding, without
making innocent leaseholders bear the cost.
There are also wider fire safety issues which may come
into play, such as lack of compartmentation,
which inspections prompted by the cladding crisis have
highlighted. So, even if cladding is not an immediate
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issue, if your building was built recently and is still
under warranty (e.g. NHBC 10 year warranty for new
builds) it may be easier to make a claim against the
developer during this period if you or your freeholder
believe it does not meet relevant building control
standards.
Whilst certainly the most vocalised issue,
cladding removal is only one part of the incoming
measures the government will enact to improve safety
standards. Over the past year, the NRLA has been
liaising with government, the Health and Safety
Executive, and other partners in the sector, on the broad
scope of work on fire safety.
What else can we expect?
In the Queen’s Speech, the Government reiterated
its intention to bring forward a Building Safety
Bill. This Bill will implement recommendations made
by the Hackitt Review, established by then Home
Secretary Sajid Javid after Grenfell.
If passed into law, this will place new responsibilities
on developers and freeholders and ensure there is a
nominated ‘Accountable Person’ for higher-risk
buildings who will be responsible for fire safety.
The
Accountable
Person’s
duties
will include providing fire safety information
and responding to concerns raised by residents and
leaseholders. The Government is also setting up a new
building safety regulator through the Health and Safety
Executive to oversee design, construction and
occupation of these buildings, and the accountable
persons.
Alongside the Building Safety Bill, the Fire Safety Act
2021 gained Royal Assent this year. The Fire Safety
Act amends the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order
2005 so that responsible persons for residential
buildings with two or more sets of domestic
premises must include in their fire risk
assessment the structure, external walls – including
doors, windows, and anything attached such
as balconies – and common parts, as well as all
doors opening onto common parts of the

building between the premises. All landlords with
relevant
properties
should
be
aware
of
the forthcoming changes, although the Act will only
come into force after the risk-based guidance has been
published – expected in the autumn.
These pieces of legislation will predominantly place
responsibilities on developers and freeholders, or
landlords of houses in multiple occupation. But the
proposed changes to HHSRS will affect all landlords.
The Government announced in 2019 that it will be
reviewing the current Housing Health and Safety
Rating System (HHSRS), used to assess housing
conditions, with the intention to update and simplify the
process. This is also expected to include a replacement
for the LACORS guidance on fire safety. Originally
published in 2008, parts of the guidance are outdated.
With new British Standards, updated Building
Regulations and the expected changes as part of the
Grenfell response, the NRLA and its predecessors has
been pushing for the LACORS guidance to be
addressed for a number of years. This will be a
significant improvement for landlords in providing upto-date information and worked examples.
What else may need attention?
The management of fire safety is an everevolving issue and there are questions still left
unanswered. What responsibility does a tenant
hold? Will pushes towards more advanced and more
energy-efficient buildings introduce new risks to
contend with? How should standards be made easier to
understand and enforce? Could more advanced inhome monitoring technologies be misused to infringe
upon civil liberties?
These questions and more will need greater scrutiny in
the coming years and the NRLA will continue to work
with the government and others in the sector
to ensure forthcoming regulations work for the private
rented sector, and that landlords know what they need to
do to keep their tenants safe.
From NRLA

GOVERNMENT LAUNCHES ONLINE CHECKER FOR
PRIVATE RENTAL REPAIRS
The government has launched an online checker in a bid
to avoid disputes between landlords and tenants over the
entitlement for repairs.
A joint exercise by the Ministry for Housing,
Communities and Local Government and the Ministry
of Justice, the tool will take individuals through a
guided pathway to establish what the issue is and offer
them tailored information, guidance and signposting.
The government says this aims to help both sides of the
issue understand their rights and responsibilities, and
identify an appropriate next step when trying to resolve
issues before their problems escalate.
At a key stage in the checker, it tells anyone who has
admitted that they have stopped paying rent: “You
should continue to pay rent even if your landlord has

not carried out repairs. Otherwise you may be at risk of
eviction.”
Depending on the answers to questions during the
process, the online checker also asks the user: “Are you
concerned you will be evicted for asking for repairs?”
And: “Is your landlord or letting agent entering your
home without notice.”
Again depending on answers, the checker may guide the
user to contact the local council, or organisations such
as Shelter or Citizens’ Advice.
Justice Minister Lord Wolfson says: “We are committed
to ensuring that people have access to early legal
support as it is vital that problems are resolved before
they escalate. This pilot will help us understand the role
(Continued on page 14)
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of early legal support and how this can be designed
around what works for people who need it.
“I am delighted that we are able to deliver this work

with support from MHCLG and advice sector
organisations.”
From Letting Agent Today

UNIQUE PROPERTY REFERENCE NUMBER CONCEPT
BACKED BY GOVERNMENT
The government has thrown its weight behind the
concept of Unique Property Reference Numbers as a
way of speeding up transactions.
UPRNs give each address in the country a unique
number and can have ‘attached’ to that number the
activities and characteristics agents need to know about
- for example, planning permission for when the
property was first built and subsequent extensions,
building regulations, council tax payments, utility
providers, EPCs, health and safety checks on rental
properties, and more.
Now housing minister Chris Pincher has told a
conference: “We know that the current buying and
selling process is besieged by long and arduous and
byzantine processes and inefficiencies.
“When a buyer is found, old and dusty deeds, halfforgotten documents lying in solicitors’ safes or
basements of town halls – they have got to be located,
they’ve got to be shared, they’ve got to be pored over by
both parties in great detail.”
With UPRNs, he says, “the processes can be
streamlined. Information like the number of previous
owners, boundaries, that can all be shared digitally at
the touch of a key helping to speed the whole house
buying process along.”

Last summer the government opened the UPRN system
- managed by a firm called GeoPlace, which has
Ordnance Survey as its parent company - with the aim
of ultimately allowing digital searches for properties
producing more comprehensive information than in the
past.
And early this year a string of estate agencies, PropTech
firms and professional property bodies wrote to Housing
Secretary Robert Jenrick highlighting the potential
benefits of the Unique Property Reference Number
concept.
Signatories to the letter included NAEA and ARLA
Propertymark, Savills, Foxtons, the Royal Institution of
Chartered Surveyors, The Lettings Industry Council, the
National Residential Landlords Association, The
Property Ombudsman and the Property Redress
Scheme.
At that time the National Trading Standards Estate and
Letting Agents Team issued a statement of support
saying: “The widespread use of a Unique Property
Reference Number has the potential to deliver many
benefits across the residential property market.
Importantly, a UPRN can offer tenants a greater level of
protection against rogue landlords and help to reduce
consumer fraud when buying or renting a home.”
From Estate Agent Today

BIG RISE IN ENERGY EFFICIENCY OF PRIVATE
RENTED HOMES SAYS GOVERNMENT
The latest English Housing Survey shows a dramatic
rise in the energy efficiency of private rental property.
Some 38 per cent of homes in the private rented sector
and 36 per cent of owner occupied homes were in EPC
bands A to C in 2019 - that’s up from 13 per cent and
eight per cent respectively in 2009.
The English Housing Survey is a national survey of
housing conditions and energy efficiency in England.
This new data, just released, provides the findings from
the 2019-20 survey.
Social rented homes remain the most energy efficient,
though there have been marked improvements across all
tenures in the last decade.
In 2019, social rented homes were generally the most
energy efficient (61 per cent in bands A to C, up from
23 per cent in 2009).
The survey claims that across all tenures, over two
thirds of homes with lower energy efficiency, of D or
below, could be brought up to band C for a cost of less
than £10,000. It would cost less than £10,000 to
improve over two thirds of dwellings (69 per cent) to a
band C, and about £15,000 or more to improve 11 per

cent of dwellings.
Owner occupiers were found to be more likely to have a
boiler system with radiators and gas central heating than
renters. Half of dwellings with heat pumps were also
owner occupied. Some 99 per cent of English homes
have a boiler system with radiators as their main heating
system - however only 83 per cent of private rental
properties have this.
Dwellings in the private rented sector were more likely
to have room heaters as their main heating system
compared with all other tenures whereas social rented
dwellings were more likely to have communal heating
than other tenures. Of the 103,000 dwellings that had a
heat pump in 2019, half were owner occupied, around a
quarter were owned by housing associations, and 16 per
cent were owned by local authorities. The remaining 11
per cent were in the private rented sector.
Over three quarters of households had not changed their
electricity or gas supplier or tariff in the last 12 months.
Owner occupiers were more likely to report switching
suppliers or tariffs than renters.
From Letting Agent Today
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HAPPY TENANTS! BIG MAORITY OF RENTERS
SATISFIED WITH LANDLORDS
Over 80 per cent of private renters in England are
satisfied with their accommodation according to new
data.
Figures from the English Housing Survey for 2019/20
report that 83 per cent of private renters were satisfied
with their current accommodation, a figure that has
remained constant over the past 10 years.
In comparison, the proportion of social renters satisfied
with their accommodation stands at 78 per cent, having
fallen from 81 per cent in 2018/19.
The survey reports also that 75 per cent of private
renters are satisfied with the way their landlords carry
out repairs and maintenance, the highest figure for
around a decade.
In contrast, 66 per cent of social renters were satisfied
with the way their landlords carried out repairs and
maintenance, down one percentage point from the
previous year.
The survey also revealed that tenants generally had a
more positive experience of renting when dealing
directly with a landlord than with a letting agent.

Private renters were asked how satisfied they were with
the services provided by the landlord or, if they rented
through a letting agency, letting agent from first contact
to the day they moved into the property.
Some 85 per cent were satisfied where services were
provided by their landlord, whilst 79 per cent said the
same where they were provided by a letting agent.
National Residential Landlords Association chief
executive Ben Beadle says: “The NRLA is mindful of
the challenges the private rented sector is confronted
with and remains firmly committed to tackling them in a
spirit of co-operation between tenants, landlords and
government.
“However, these figures demonstrate that the vast
majority of private renters are satisfied with their
accommodation and the service being provided by their
landlord. This positive feedback is representative of
tenants’ experiences across the private rented sector,
and it is through this lens that future changes need to be
seen.”
From Landlord Today

COMPLAIN ABOUT YOUR LANDLORD, INSURANCE
SELLER TELLS TENANTS
A new scheme has been launched encouraging tenants
to complain about their landlords and seek
compensation.
Ajay Jagota - who used to run the now-defunct Dlight
deposit-free renting system - is now chief executive of a
service he calls Veriwise.
It aims to sell insurance to tenants, and encourage those
renters with complaints against landlords and agents to
take action and seek compensation - Jagota will get a
cut of any compensation secured by his firm on tenants’
behalf.
On his website he says that if compensation is £10,000
he would expect £2,500.
In a statement the company says if “the landlord does
not comply” it will use a panel of solicitors who can
“take the case to court to ensure the landlord complies
and pays any compensation.”
Jagota says he will research into agencies and landlords
to check whether they abide by appropriate licensing for
the areas in which they operate, to heighten the case
against them on behalf of tenants.
He claims one in seven renters don’t even know the
identity of their landlord and states as many as one
million tenants “may be at risk of losing their homes as
the eviction ban comes to an end.”
“With 3.4m people still on furlough, 1.6m people
unemployed and countless others just getting by a lot of
renters are understandably anxious about keeping a roof

over their head, and the Eviction Ban gave them a little
peace of mind that their landlords couldn’t kick them
out just for complaining about the condition of their
property” says Jagota.
“These figures show that they are right to be worried –
it’s no wonder that so many renters would rather risk an
unsafe or unsanitary home than to make a complaint to
the people who have a legal responsibility to put things
right.
“There are strict laws making it clear that rented
housing must abide by the ‘fit for human habitation act’
as well as laws preventing a landlord serving an eviction
notice where a tenant has complained about disrepair
called ‘revenge evictions.’ But the vast majority of
renters have no idea what their legal rights are and can’t
afford the legal fees to effectively fight their case.
“It’s to be expected that most renters don’t have the
confidence to negotiate with property investors or big
institutional housing organisations, let alone the legal
skills to argue their case.
“At Veriwise our mission is to level the playing field by
providing access to justice and ensuring even the most
vulnerable of renters are able to take benefit from the
legal protections open to them, regardless of the
circumstances – as well as seeking compensation where
possible.”
From Landlord Today

UNIVERSAL CREDIT: GOVERNMENT CRITICISED IN
NEW HOUSING REPORT
‘Good, professional landlords’ are being put off renting
to benefits claimants as a direct result of problems

around the government’s administration of Universal
(Continued on page 16)
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Credit, according to a new report.
Some landlords are deterred by long delays to initial
housing benefit payments and with managing Universal
Credit, in particular where tenants fall into arrears,
according to the report, by housing policy expert Dr
Julie Rugg for the University of York’s Centre for
Housing Policy.
The NRLA is currently campaigning for widespread
improvements to the benefits system to help tenants and
landlords have confidence in the system.
It is calling for:
• Increased Local Housing Allowance Rates, aligned
at the 30th percentile as a minimum
• An end to the five-week wait for Universal Credit
payments at the beginning of a claim
• Advance payments currently made as loans to be
converted to grants
• The current £20 a week uplift to Universal Credit to
be retained
• The development of long-lease schemes between

local authorities and landlords to mitigate perceived
risks in terms of rent payments.
Ben Beadle, NRLA chief executive said: “Every
tenant’s circumstance is different and as such they
should be treated as individuals with their circumstances
assessed on a case-by-case basis, based on their ability
to sustain a tenancy. Blanket bans should not be
imposed.
“However, the Government needs to play its part and
make positive changes to ensure that benefits payments
will cover rents in full and give landlords the confidence
that they system works.
“This should include reversing the decision to freeze
housing benefit rates in cash terms and ending the fiveweek wait for the first payment of Universal Credit.
“Tenants should also be allowed to choose at the outset
of their claim, if they want the housing element of
Universal Credit paid directly to their landlord.
“There also needs to be a renewed focus on developing
new social housing, alongside the private rented sector.”
From NRLA

PROBLEMS LOOM FOR ‘RENT-TO-RENT’ AS DWP
DEMANDS COVID CASH BACK
People in receipt of Universal Credit renting in
properties via ‘rent-to-rent’ arrangements face being
asked to repay back-dated housing payments due to a
change in DWP policy. The government suspended
full checks after the first lockdown because it could no
longer see claimants face-to-face but the department is
now revisiting claims it approved during this time and
asking for proof of tenancy agreements.
Housing charity Safer Renting fears renters in this
‘shadow’ part of the UK’s private renting sector will be
hit hardest, where rogue landlords refuse to provide
agreements or even confirm knowledge of their tenants’
existence.
According to i News, a tenant from Essex, has been told
she must repay £5,372 of the housing element of her
Universal Credit despite being able to provide bank
statements showing that she had been paying rent to
another tenant.
Unlicenced HMO
At the time of moving into the house-share with seven
other people Tina didn’t realise it was an unlicensed
HMO and says she was not asked to provide a tenancy
agreement by the DWP last March. While it would
accept a written letter from her landlord as proof, he has
refused to provide one and is currently denying all
knowledge of Tina living at the property. He also denies
operating an illegal HMO.

Rent-to-rent increase
Safer Renting says it has seen a 100% increase in rent-to
-rent arrangements from March 2019-2020 to March
2020-2021 and is concerned about how many renters
may be unprotected and asked to repay benefits by the
DWP. It argues that the DWP’s policy of asking for a
tenancy agreement has no legal basis under Section 54
of the Law of Property Act which says you don’t need a
written contract to create a tenancy unless it is to be for
more than three years. Director Roz Spencer tells
Landlord ZONE: “DWP don’t seem to be interested in
whether the landlord has acted properly, they just want
to put the whole responsibility on the tenant.”
DWP response
A DWP spokesman tells Landlord ZONE: “At the
onset of the pandemic we rightly suspended certain
verification processes as we could no longer see
customers face-to-face. However, we made customers
aware that we may return to seek this verification in the
future. Universal Credit claimants are required to
provide proof that they are liable for paying rent. This is
usually contained within a tenancy agreement, but can
also be established through handwritten letters or notes
from the landlord, a rent book, or rent receipts or
invoices.”
From Landlord Zone

LANDLORDS CONDEMNED FOR ‘QUICK BUCK’ SHIFT
TO SHORT LETS
A council leader has criticised landlords in a tourist
hotspot for evicting long term tenants and switching to
higher paying Airbnb renters.

Torbay council leader Steve Darling says he has
received emails from hospital workers evicted because
their landlords wanted to make “a quick buck” via short
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lets.
He is reported by the Devon Live website as telling
fellow councillors: “We were very weak in Torbay, with
low levels of social housing for people on low incomes,
and now we’ve got the pandemic, and the impact of the
changes in society that we are now seeing. We have
very few options for quick solutions.”
The website claims rents are increasing across Torbay,
with hard-to-find three-bedroomed properties fetching
over £1,000 a month, and attracting up to 50 applicants
for each vacancy.
An online search shows more than 300 Airbnb ‘stays’

are on offer in the Torbay area during August, with that
number still increasing.
“Private rents are unaffordable for many low-income
families in Torbay” according to Darling.
“Households on low incomes are finding it particularly
difficult to meet rental increases, due partly to welfare
reforms and the other economic pressures, now
compounded by shift in the housing market.
“More households are also remaining in private rented
accommodation because they can’t afford to buy their
own homes.”
From Landlord Today

REVEALED—HOW MANY TENANTS GET 100%
DEPOSIT BACK AFTER A DISPUTE
New figures show that in England and Wales, 69 per
cent of disputed deposits are split between the landlord
and tenant, with the tenant getting all of the disputed
deposit back in 16 per cent of all disputes.
In Scotland, the equivalent figures are 65 per cent
shared, with 21 per cent of cases seeing the tenant get
back all of the disputed award. In Northern Ireland, the
data shows the tenant gets back the deposit in 39 per
cent of all disputes, with 49 per cent of the disputes
seeing a shared outcome.
The figures come from The Dispute Service’s annual
report for 2020-21.
The Dispute Service operates a number of statutory
tenancy deposit protection schemes in England and
Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland.
As part of the overall service, agents, landlords and
tenants have access to free dispute resolution in relation
to disputes about the distribution of the deposit at the

end of the tenancy.
It also offers free mediation and conciliation services
through TDS Resolution in England and Wales and
SDS Resolution in Scotland. These operations focus on
tenant and landlord disputes arising during a tenancy
and aim to help landlords and tenants reach a suitable
solution which allows them to sustain their tenancies.
“We receive about 22,500 initial dispute requests each
year at The Dispute Service and many of these are
resolved by the landlords and tenants themselves or by
our own early resolution efforts. We issue around
15,500 formal adjudications each year. It’s interesting to
see the data on these disputes and share it with the
industry with the aim of helping them to avoid common
disagreements in the future” comments Steve Harriott,
chief executive at the Dispute Service.
From Landlord Today

£100,000 PUBLIC CASH TO BE SPENT ON LANDLORD
DATABASE STUDY
The Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local
Government is spending £100,000 on a feasibility study
to investigate the setting up of a national landlord
database.
Companies or individuals seeking to secure the
£100,000 have until Friday to respond to an MHCLG
tender, which sets out the issue with this statement:
“Central government and local authorities have limited
information on the 2.3m landlords who own the 4.4m
private rental sector properties in England. This
inhibits effective enforcement of private rental sector
property standards and the development of informed
policy interventions.
“Private tenants currently have limited ways to check
information about their landlord prior to signing a
tenancy agreement. There are also a range of different
and complex requirements that private landlords must
meet to let property.
“The government wishes to explore the feasibility of
introducing a national landlord register in England.
Through a joint policy and digitally led approach, we
would like to understand the different models available

for pursuing solutions to our identified problems and to
further understand the difficulties individuals face when
renting, letting or enforcing property standards in the
Private Rented Sector.
“To inform this exploration of the problem, we would
like a supplier to conduct user research, including
sourcing participants, and potentially involving a
survey.”
The scoping document for the £100,000 then sets out
four potential users of the new database, should it ever
be created.
“As a current or prospective tenant, I need to find out
basic information about my current/prospective
landlord and information about renting a property. This
will enable me to make an informed choice about
renting a property.
“As a private landlord, I want an easier way to
demonstrate compliance with existing lettings
legislation and to access information relating to letting
property. This will enable me to better understand the
legal requirements and more effectively demonstrate my
(Continued on page 18)
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compliance.
“As a local authority housing enforcement officer, I
want access to consistent data on the private rented
sector stock in my area. This will enable me to better
prioritise my time and resources when undertaking

enforcement action.
“As a government official, I want a holistic aggregated
dataset on the PRS. This will enable me to better
evidence suggested policy interventions.”
From Landlord Today

TENANT OFFERS AGENTS HUSH MONEY OVER
CANNABIS FACTORY
A rogue tenant has tried to bribe two letting agents with
hush money after they discovered his cannabis growing
factory.
The tenant paid a cash deposit of £6,438 to rent a threebedroom house in Exeter: he then converted it into a
cannabis factory.
When neighbours complained about the smell, the
agents - who have not been named - were alerted.
Local news website Devon Live reports that the tenant
offered the agents £7,000 but fled when they turned
down his offer.
Police found 97 cannabis plants with a potential value
of £200,000.
The tenant, an Albanian in the UK illegally, was
eventually tracked down in the Midlands last December.

He was using a false Italian identity.
Damage to the property was put at £15,000; Devon and
Cornwall Police seized £2,839 when the tenant was
arrested. He must pay that as compensation for trashing
the house.
He has now been jailed for 18 months.
From Letting Agent Today

Please make sure that your insurance
covers the costs of remedying the damage
caused by a tenant growing cannabis or
using the property for other drug
production purposes

ADDITIONAL COSTS AND RISKS MUST BE PART OF
DEBATE ON RENTING WITH PETS
Members of the House of Lords quizzed the UK
Government yesterday on what it is doing to encourage
landlords to be more pet friendly. The question was
tabled by Lord Black who said that one million
households that would like to have a cat cannot do so
because they live in a rental property.
A briefing from Propertymark was sent to Lord Black of
Brentwood before the debate. In the debate, Lord
Berkley asked if the Minister was aware of clauses that
can be added to the tenancy for cleaning and Lord
Goddard asked if the UK Government would encourage
wider use of pet CVs to allow more responsible pet
owners to keep their pets in rented accommodation.
Lord Flight extended the discussion proposing new
ideas, including landlords rendering a modest additional
rental for pets. Furthermore, he said it might be
worthwhile requiring insurance policies to be taken out
by tenants. It might also be an idea to have a system of
interviewing tenants and choosing tenants who seem to
be responsible with regard to pets.
Model Tenancy Agreement
Earlier in the year, the UK Government updated its
Model Tenancy Agreement to encourage landlords to
allow pets, but Baroness Gardner of Parkes asked what
will the UK Government do to help allay landlords’
concerns over the inadequacy of a five-week deposit to
address any pet damage at the end of the tenancy?
In response, the Minister Lord Greenhalgh said that it is
right to point out the impact of the Tenant Fees Act
2019 and the UK Government recommends that the
rental deposit of five weeks is a maximum rather than a

default.
The Minister concluded by saying: “charging a deposit
of four weeks' rent would provide leeway to expand it to
five weeks for such things as pet ownership and also to
take up some of the suggestions that we have heard
today around insurance or potentially looking at rent
levels to accommodate wider pet ownership.”
We recognise that renting with pets can make properties
more desirable, encourage tenants to rent for longer and
tackle issues such as loneliness, but policymakers must
recognise the effect of the UK Government’s decision to
cap Tenancy Deposits under the Tenant Fees Act. Even
the best-behaved pets can have an impact on a property,
therefore landlords and letting agents need to be able to
safeguard against damage.
A number of ideas including raising the deposit, pet
referencing, and insurance were raised by
Parliamentarians and if the UK Government are serious
about encouraging more private landlords to allow
responsible tenants to keep pets in their rented
properties, then they must have a greater understanding
of the costs involved and implement rules that support
the sector to take on greater risk.
From ARLA
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GUIDE TO REDUCING AND INSURING AGAINST
MALICIOUS DAMAGE
It’s a sad fact, but malicious damage is on the increase
with claims rising by more than a third between 2015
and 2020. Latest figures also show the average claim
now exceeds £5,500. With that in mind, it’s important
to know that your landlord insurance has you covered –
here’s what to consider.
What is malicious damage?
Malicious damage is damage done on purpose.
Fundamentally, it’s a type of vandalism where the
person doing the damage wants to cause destruction and
harm.
What is accidental damage?
Accidental damage is unintentional, as is wear and tear
which happens naturally through age or use. Both are
very different to malicious damage. Examples of each
include:
• A DIY mistake that leads to a hole in a wall is
accidental damage.
• A door that’s been kicked in to cause harm is
malicious damage.
• A worn carpet or scuff marks on walls is wear and
tear.
What insurance covers malicious damage?
Most landlord insurance policies will cover malicious
damage as part of your buildings or contents cover if
it’s caused by burglars breaking in or vandalising your
property. But some policies will stop there and won’t
cover you for damage done by tenants (or their guests).
If this is the case and damage by tenants isn’t included,
you should be able to add it to your policy as an
optional extra.
On the other hand, some policies will pay for malicious
damage caused by anyone with a legal right to be on or
in your property (like tenants and their visitors). For
instance, landlords covered by Alan Boswell can rest
assured that malicious damage by tenants is a standard
feature in our policies.
Your policy documents should clearly set out what’s
covered, along with any other specific terms. This
includes any claim criteria – for example, some insurers
will only proceed with your claim if tenants passed their
initial reference checks.
Who pays for malicious damage to a rental
property?
As a landlord, it’s ultimately up to you to cover the cost
of repairs. If you don’t have insurance, that means
footing the bill yourself.
However, you can make a claim for damages and
deduct it from your tenant’s deposit which they’ll need
to agree to. If they don’t, you’ll have to open a case
with the tenancy deposit scheme holding your tenant’s
deposit. You’ll also need evidence of damage along
with any receipts that show the cost of repairs. The
decision made by the scheme’s adjudicator is final so
you won’t be able to appeal and you won’t be able to
pursue them for any more costs if they rule against you.
If your tenant’s deposit doesn’t cover the damage, you
can take them to the small claims court which you can
do online at GOV.UK.
Remember that malicious damage is classed as

vandalism in the eyes of the law and tenants can be
prosecuted. Tenants that are found guilty could face a
£2,500 fine if the damage they cause is less than £5,000.
Tenants can also face up to three months in prison.
If tenants cause significant damage costing more than
£5,000, the fine can rise up to £5,000 and lead to
imprisonment for up to six months.
Does malicious damage insurance cover businesses too?
If you’re a landlord with commercial property, you
should check the terms of your policy to ensure the
cover is sufficient. Cover such as Malicious Damage,
for example, is often an optional extra you need to
select. If in doubt, always speak to your insurer so you
can find a policy that meets all your needs.
Can you evict your tenant for causing malicious
damage?
In short, yes. Just as landlords have a responsibility to
provide
safe
and
well-maintained
accommodation, tenants also have a responsibility to
take care of the properties they live in.
If you have a tenant that carries out malicious damage,
you have the right to evict them under the Housing Act
1988.
How do you prove malicious damage?
To prove malicious damage, you’ll need to show that
the intent was to cause harm. The simplest way to do
that, is to report the damage to the police who will give
you a crime reference number.
You should also take date-stamped photos of any
damage. Ideally, you should have an inventory with
‘before’ pictures for comparison.
What to do if a tenant has damaged your property
on purpose?
Part of this will depend on when you discover the
damage. If your tenancy has come to an end, deducting
costs from their deposit or taking them to the small
claims court might be the best course of action.
If the damage has been done partway through the
tenancy, you could start the eviction process.
If the tenant has already left your property, you should
make sure it’s secured so that no-one else can gain
entry.
Whatever you decide to do, it’s important to make sure
you have evidence which includes photos and a crime
reference number.
How can you prevent malicious damage?
Despite the rise in cases, malicious damage is not an
inevitable part of renting your property and risks can be
mitigated or avoided with a few simple precautions,
such as:
Reference checks – this can include credit and
guarantor checks as well as a full record of their rental
history.
• Requesting a reasonable deposit – most deposits
equate to four or five weeks’ worth of rent which
can be a significant amount of money. Tenants are
less likely to risk getting that money back by
causing malicious damage. Don’t forget that all
deposits need to be secured in a government
(Continued on page 20)
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GUIDE TO REDUCING AND INSURING AGAINST
MALICIOUS DAMAGE
approved scheme.
Making a detailed inventory – a comprehensive
report can help prove instances of malicious damage
so it’s in your interest to provide one.
• Carrying out property inspections – regular
inspections can highlight issues early on and is also
good way to keep maintenance in hand.
• Nurturing a good relationship with tenants – this
just means making sure tenants can expect you to
fulfil your landlord responsibilities and resolve any
problems quickly.
• Investing in security – precautions like external
CCTV, motion sensor lighting and secure fences
and gates can help deter opportunistic thieves or
vandals and lower the risk of damage being done.
How to make a malicious damage insurance claim
Your policy documents should set out any processes for
making a claim.
Depending on the nature or extent of the damage, your
•

insurer may send someone out to assess your property
once you have a crime reference number. If that’s the
case, don’t be tempted to tidy up or throw anything
away. Leave everything as it is until your insurer tells
you otherwise.
Similarly, if you need to carry out repairs for malicious
damage, don’t rush in. Some insurers will have a list of
preferred tradespeople so check with them first. Using
someone else could invalidate your claim.
Will malicious damage cover get my property back
to its original state?
Your policy should cover the cost of damage but there
may be limits depending on the terms and conditions set
out by your insurer. For example, contents may only be
covered up to a certain value and may not provide you
with a like for like replacement.
You’ll also need to consider the excess on your policy
which is the amount you pay towards a claim.
From Alan Boswell Insurance

NOTES FROM THE ON-LINE GENERAL MEETING
HELD ON 6TH JULY 2021
Many thanks to Steve Cox of Alan Boswell for sharing
his expertise with us.
Steve has a wealth of experience in insurance having
worked with Alan Boswell for 30 years, he now travels
around meeting customers and advising on the best
insurance available for the particular person and
property.
When taking out insurance it is important that the
customer knows and understands what is or is not
included.
Void Periods
When a property is unoccupied the insurer or agent
should be notified. Some insurers will immediately
restrict the insurance cover others give a period where
the property is still covered. Alan Boswell give 90 days
but they ask that the property is checked regularly while
it is empty and a log of those checks is kept. If the
period of unoccupancy exceeds 90 days, Boswell will
find the best insurance cover for you.
Malicious Damage
Check this is covered in the policy to include malicious
damage by the tenant. This is NOT fair wear and tear
or ‘lifestyle’ type damage but it is where the tenant
deliberately damages the property. Drug cultivation
and production is a typical instance which can lead to
renovation and repair costs amounting to costs of tens of
thousands of pounds. Boswell policies include this
element of cover. Some insurers may exclude this risk.
Loss Of Rent Following A Claim
This is not the same as Rent Guarantee Insurance. With
Boswell policies this cover is up to 30% of the cost of
the insured value of the property and claims for loss of
rent can, and frequently do, exceed the amount of the
claim for damage.
Rent Guarantee

Boswell’s comprehensive policy provides reassurance
for landlords when renting out properties. It covers rent
protection in the event of a tenant defaulting and any
legal expenses you may face for issues such as eviction.
• Rental income cover up to £25,000
• Legal expense helpline 24/7
• Access to online health & safety documents
• Up to 12 months’ cover
• Full landlord legal expenses up to £100,000
• Cover for HMOs and student lets
Sub Letting
The standard landlord insurance assumes that the
landlord is in control of who lives in the property. If a
third party, such as the Council or an existing tenant has
control then the insurance company need to know to
ensure the correct cover is in place for the property.
Should you discover the tenant is sub-letting your
property contact the insurer or agent urgently to ensure
you have valid cover.
Property Owners Liability
Figures vary between policies. Some policies may offer
£1million for example; all Boswell policies offer
£5million as standard.
This insurance covers the
landlord should a tenant or other person be damaged in
or around the property, even if that person should not be
there.
Employers Liability Cover
Covers any employees including decorators, workmen
etc.
Legal Expenses
An important add on to insurance policies as it can
cover the costs of gaining possession of the property.
With Alan Boswell Group landlord legal expenses cover
you’ll have peace of mind knowing that if a tenant
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NOTES FROM THE ON-LINE GENERAL MEETING
HELD ON 6TH JULY 2021
defaults on their rent, or refuses to vacate the property,
immediate help is available.
• Cover for £100,000 of legal expenses (including
eviction costs)
• General property disputes relating to tenancies
• Repair and renovation disputes
• Health and safety prosecutions
• Cover for HMOs and student lets
• Recovery of unpaid rent by a tenant
• Tax investigation cover
Section 21 and Section 8 Notice costs are covered and
Boswell have their ow mediation service.
Property Emergency Cover
Home Emergency Cover for landlords is vital in a crisis.
That’s why Alan Boswell Group, in conjunction with
Intana, provides swift and effective assistance when a
domestic emergency occurs.
• Boiler breakdown cover
• Cover for complete failure or breakdown of
electricity or gas supply
• Cover for the infestation of vermin
• Up to £250 for alternative accommodation
• Burst pipes and drainage
• 24/7 emergency helpline
• Unlimited number of claims (up to £500 per claim)
• UK-based call centre
Excess Protection Policy
This cover reimburses you for the cost of your policy
excess in the event of a claim, helping you to avoid
unexpected expenses relating to your property. It works
alongside your normal property owner’s insurance
policy and will cover the cost of your excess up to a pre
-agreed limit.
• Available from £30 a year
• Maximum cover limit of £3,000
• Easier to manage excess costs
• Use on multiple claims
• High cover limits
• UK-based advisers
How Much Insurance Cover
It is important that properties are insured for the correct
amount. If a property is under-insured any claim will be
paid at the percentage of insurance cover. So, if the
property is insured for only two-thirds of its value then
the pay out for any claim will be two-thirds of the
amount claimed.
Unfortunately over-insuring a
property does not see claims overpaid, it is just a waste
of money.
The amount to insure is the Rebuild Cost of the
property, not the market value. It is worth checking
every few years to see if the cost has risen. The
Building Cost Information Service has a rebuild
calculator
which
anyone
can
use—https://
calculator.bcis.co.uk/

Serviced Accommodation
Landlord Insurance doesn’t automatically cover the
serviced accommodation. This is due to a stipulations
within these policies that there must be an Assured
Shorthold Tenancy (AST) agreement in place, but even
that doesn’t provide cover when properties or rooms are
let on a per-night basis.
Sometimes Holiday Let Insurance or Serviced
Accommodation Insurance might be more appropriate
for you, so it’s worth reading up on the differences.
Disclose all changes to the insurer or agent, remember
that the cost you pay is based on the information you
provide. Non-Disclosure can invalidate not just a claim
but the entire insurance policy.
The main factors affecting the cost of a policy include:
• Address, including postcode
• Type of construction (walls, roof, floors, age,
cladding)
• Property type
• Previous claims history
• Tenant type
• Personal Information
• Unoccupancy
• Any works being undertaken
Policies obtained through Alan Boswell include:
• Malicious Damage caused by the tenant (Inc.
cultivation of drugs)
• Carpets, curtains & white goods within the
buildings definition
• 90 days FULL POLICY COVER between lets
(whilst empty)
• Loss of Rent or Alternative Accommodation
(following a claim)
• Trace & Access
• Accidental Damage
• £5M property owners liability
• £10M employers liability
• Extend or add Home Emergency / Legal / Rent
Guarantee / Excess Protection

Alan Boswell guarantee to beat your existing
premium
* Terms apply. See www.alanboswell.com/terms or call
for full details. Price guarantee only applies where
existing cover is held. *
Ruth Clarke

Alan Boswell are one of the insurance
companies who support the CRLA,
contact details in the advertisement on
Page 2 and in the Members Benefits
pages
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GAS INSTALLER PROSECUTED FOR ILLEGAL GAS WORK
A gas installer has been fined after carrying out gas
work whilst falsely claiming to be Gas Safe Registered.
Manchester Magistrates’ Court heard how, between 1
October 2018 and the 25 November 2018, the installer
carried out gas work at two domestic properties in Hyde
and Poynton but did not hold the necessary registration
to complete this work. The work included replacing a
gas fire and capping off the supply at the property in
Poynton and replacing a boiler at the property in Hyde.
The work on the boiler was later found to be of a poor
standard and was identified as “at risk” by a Gas Safe
Inspector.
An investigation by the Health and Safety Executive
(HSE) found that the installer was not registered with
Gas Safe at the time the work was undertaken at both
properties, despite advertising as gas safe registered on
his social media account resulting in him illegally
carrying out the gas work.

The installer of Withington, Manchester, pleaded guilty
to breaching regulation 3(7), 26(1) and two counts of
regulation 3(3) of the Gas Safety (Installation and Use)
Regulations 1998. He was sentenced to a community
order of 250 hours unpaid work of eighteen months
duration, fifteen rehabilitation activity days and ordered
to pay costs of £1,000.
HSE inspector Lorna Sherlock said after the hearing:
“[This person] undertook gas work which he knew he
was not registered to do. Householders should check
that the engineer carrying out gas work in their home is
registered with Gas Safe.
“All gas work must be done by registered Gas Safe
engineers to ensure the highest standards are met to
prevent injury and loss of life.”
From Health and Safety Executive

FINDING LOCAL COMPANIES

Cornish Inventories Ltd is run by experienced
Directors and provide specialist Property Inventory
and Inspection Services to Private Landlords and
Letting Agents alike!
Competitive rates for a service tailored to specific
needs; we can be flexible with evening and weekend
appointments available.
Contact Anna Wilson
07891 635614 or 07423 197421
Email: cornishinventories@gmail.com
https://www.cornishinventories.co.uk/

20% Discount To CRLA Members

There have been a number of queries recently regarding
companies offering ECO funded works as well as the
regular queries for local tradespeople to undertake other
works.
Community Energy Plus have a list of workmen they
feel are of good quality and are happy to advise
landlords and others if asked.
Email: advice@cep.co.uk. Please mention that you are
looking for someone to work in a tenanted property.
Cornwall Council have shared with me a list of the
companies authorised to undertake LAFlex works, these
include ECO funded works.
I am happy to share this with anyone who asks although
it can also be found on the Cornwall Council website:
https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/health-and-social-care/
public-health/public-health-campaigns/central-heatingfund/
A second round of Green Deal funding looks on the
cards. I have a list of Trustmark registered traders
assuming that is the standard which will be quoted
again.
Ruth Clarke

LANDLORDS STILL GETTING IT WRONG
Property Maintenance
Ignoring an abatement notice has cost two landlords in
Wolverhampton £2,892.51 each, making a total cost of
£5785.02. The sums were made up of £500 fine,
£2,342.51 costs and victim surcharge of £50.
A North Lincolnshire landlord has been hit with a fine
of more than £4,200 for failing to keep tenants safe in

their homes. Offences included no fire detection system
and hazardous electrics.
Fire Safety
Derby Crown Court has handed a landlord a nine month
jail term suspended for two years and a fine of £50,000
plus costs of £22,861 following a fire at one of his
properties.
Ruth Clarke
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MEMBER BENEFITS

Accountancy Services and Tax Advice—FREE
INITIAL ADVICE RELATING TO YOUR
LETTINGS BUSINESS
John Savage Accountancy
Tel: John on 01872 271947
Email: john@johnsavageaccountancy.co.uk
Beauty Treatments and Massage—DISCOUNT
Darling Angels @ Rococo
28 Lemon Street, Truro, Cornwall TR1 2LS
Tel: 07833 473716
www.darlingangels.co.uk
10% discount for CRLA members off all full price
massage and beauty treatments
Broadband—Commission to CRLA
Wildanet
www.wildanet.com
Commission paid to CRLA on each completed
installation where customer quotes referred through
CRLA

(Check with Superfast Cornwall to see if grant aid
to pay for installation to premises.)

Building Supplies
B&Q DISCOUNTS through Tradepoint
Remember to use your Tradepoint Card whenever you
visit a B&Q store (even if you use the 'ordinary' cash
desk and not a Tradepoint designated till.)
Travis Perkins
Quote Card Number A17132
Account Number RR6792
This is a cash account so you will still need to pay for
goods at the time of ordering/collection
Carpets—DISCOUNTS
THE CARPET SHOP
Covering Mid Cornwall
A wide range of carpet ,vinyl, tiles and laminate
Free Expert advice
Free measuring and estimates
10% discount for all members!
30a Fair Street

St. Columb
TR9 6RL
Contact: John Clements
Shop 01637 881666
Mobile 07813179291
Email: jclements589@aol.com
Website: www.thecarpetshop.net

Cleaning and Gardening—DISCOUNTS
Taylor Maids Cornwall
Tel: Louise on 07460575391
Email: Taylormaidscornwall@gmail.com
Luxe Holiday Housekeepers
Tel: 07482366173
Email: luxeholidayservices@gmail.com
The Cornish Holiday Housekeepers Team
07474798764
Counselling—DISCOUNTS
Just Be Yourself
Tel: Bhavna on 07946 423 787
Email:puretherapy1@yahoo.co.uk
http://www.counselling-directory.org.uk/counsellors/
bhavna-raithatha/
Professional counselling from a highly qualified,
experienced and accredited counsellor based in
Newquay. I provide both telephone and face to face
counselling for any issue ranging from anxiety and
depression, to relationship issues and abuse. Please see
my listing for more details: http://www.counsellingdirectory.org.uk/counsellors/bhavna-raithatha
Immediate appointments available. 10% discount for
CRLA members and family.
Damp Service—DISCOUNTS
Chris Reynolds Independent Damp Services
Tel: 07775 927151
Email: chrisreynoldsservices@gmail.com
https://www.chrisreynoldsservices.com//
10% Discount
(Continued on page 24)
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member benefits
Debt Collection—DISCOUNTS
COLLECTaDEBTpro.com
Tel: 0845 218 5225
Email: sales@collectadebtpro.com
Online, set fee debt recovery solution which includes
intelligent multimedia strategies, investigations, trace
and litigation if required. You only pay our low set price
per account (no other costs or commissions are charged)
and most clients actually receive our services for FREE.
The CRLA have negotiated a preferential members
discount of 25% on all packages. Please use the
discount code “CRLA25” when instructing us via our
online portal at www.collectadebtpro.com.
Electrical Goods—DISCOUNTS
Dixons (Includes Currys, PCWorld, Carphone
Warehouse if in-store with any of these)
Minimum 5% discount
Contact Ruth Clarke to register for these discounts
Discounts are NOT available in-store, only on-line or
telephone
Electrician—DISCOUNTS
Guy Foreman Electrics
Tel: Guy on 01326 241773 or 07736308299
Email: guyforeman.sparky@btinternet.com
All electrical services including installation testing and
PAT testing
Stevens and Nicholls Electrical Ltd
Tel: 07725 546958
Email: stevensandnicholls@gmail.com
10% Discount to CRLA Members
All electrical services
TEE Ltd (Technical Electrical Engineering Limited)
Tel: 01872 553541
Email: stan@teeltd.co.uk
10% Discount to CRLA Members
All electrical services
WHEELER ELECTRICAL SERVICES
FALMOUTH LTD
Free initial advice for CRLA members
Tel: 01326 212735 or
07974 693 264
Email: petewheelersparky@gmail.com or
wheelertres@talktalk.net.
Energy Performance Certificates/Room
Legionella—DISCOUNTS
EPC Cornwall
Tel: 07779120004
Email: epccornwall@btinternet.com

Plans/

Energy Performance Certificates—FREE INITIAL
ADVICE
Cornwall Home Energy Surveys
Call Vince on 01872 553685 or 07813 045992
www.energysurveyscornwall.com

Fire Safety
Jeff Hick—FREE INITIAL ADVICE RELATING
TO YOUR LETTINGS BUSINESS
Tel: Jeff on 01872 277256
Email: jeffhick@hotmail.com
Golant Fire and Security—Discounts
Tel: 01726 861116
Email: info@gfsfire.co.uk
www.https://www.gfsfire.co.uk/
Forms for Your Lettings Business—FREE
Forms and Guidance relevant to Lettings can be
downloaded from the CRLA website.
If you are unable to access the site for any reason please
contact Ruth Clarke
FREE to CRLA members
Gardening—DISCOUNTS
Tremain Garden Design
Established since 1997
Consultation, Design, Planting.
Gardeners Questions service
07817417998
10% Discount to CRLA Members for Consultancy Fees
AND for Design Fees
Gas and Plumbing Services—Discounts
Plumbing Solutions Truro
Plumbing and Gas. Including Landlord Safety
Certificates, Boiler Servicing, Boiler Installations and
general plumbing maintenance and repairs.
£5 discount to CRLA members on Landlord Safety
Certificates
Tel: 07918 105583
Email: adammansbridge@ymail.com
https://www.facebook.com/plumbingsolutionstruro/

Inventories—DISCOUNTS
Westcountry Inventories
Tel: 01326 567535
Email: natalieosborne78@googlemail.com
10% discount to CRLA members
Heating—DISCOUNTS
Duchy ECO Heating
Tel: 01326 727398
Email: info@duchyecoheating.co.uk
www.duchyecoheating.co.uk
Home Emergency Cover
Better Home Cover – one month cover free
Tel: 0800 862 0833
Email: peter@betterhomecover.com
Use promotional code CRLA1MONTH
Landlord and General Insurance
ADVANTAGEOUS RATES AND SUPPORT TO
CRLA
John Bateman Insurance Consultants Limited
Tel: 01926 405040 OR 01926 405882
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member benefits
https://www.bateman-group.co.uk/
Alan Boswell Group
Tel: 01603 216399
Email: landlordenquiries@alanboswell.com
https://www.alanboswell.com/
Inventories—DISCOUNTS
Cornish Inventories Ltd
Run by experienced Directors and provide specialist
Property Inventory and Inspection Services to Private
Landlords and Letting Agents alike!
Competitive rates for a service tailored to specific
needs; we can be flexible with evening and weekend
appointments available.
Contact Anna Wilson
07891 635614 or 07423 197421
Email: cornishinventories@gmail.com
https://www.cornishinventories.co.uk/
20% Discount To CRLA Members
Westcountry Inventories
Tel: 01326 567535
Email: natalieosborne78@googlemail.com
10% discount to CRLA members
Letting Agent and Property Management—
DISCOUNTS
CAM Residential Lettings
Tel: 01736 755077
Email: info@camresidentiallettings.co.uk
www.camlettings.co.uk
2% Discount off Management Fees for CRLA Members
Properties 20 mile radius from Hayle
Cornwall Homeseekers Ltd
Tel: 01872 262288
Email: rentals@cornwallhomeseekers.co.uk
2% Discount off Management Fees for CRLA Members
Mould and Condensation Problems
Envirovent
Contact Charlie Bisby
Tel: 0845 2727 807
Email: cbisby@envirovent.com
Solutions to mould and condensation.
20% discount to CRLA members, larger discounts
available for large portfolios
Paint—DISCOUNTS
Leyland Paints
The Store can be found on The Treliske Industrial
Estate, Truro
Rent Books—DISCOUNTS
Tel: Ruth 01872 554498
Email: crlawp@gmail.com
95p each, plus postage

Safety Log Books—FREE
Tel: Ruth 01872 554498
Email: crlawp@gmail.com
Keep one for each of your rental properties!
Sample Letters—FREE
Forms and Guidance relevant to Lettings can be
downloaded from the CRLA website.
If you are unable to access the site for any reason
please contact Ruth Clarke
FREE to CRLA members
Self Storage—DISCOUNTS
Nanpean Self Storage
We offer a selection of brand new secure storage
containers with 24 hour
access and CCTV, We also offer caravan, boat and
motor home storage within a secure compound.
Mobile 07599 925026
10% DISCOUNT TO CRLA MEMBERS
Tax Investigation Insurance Cover- FREE Through
Bateman
THIS IS INCLUDED IN YOUR MEMBERSHIP
FEE
Policy documentation can be found on the CRLA
website in the Members Area under the menu item
Information Sheets for Landlords or contact Ruth
Clarke for assistance
Taxation Software—DISCOUNTS
GOSIMPLETAX
https://www.gosimpletax.com/tax-crla/
This is an on-line offer only but may be helpful to those
who prepare their own self-assessment tax return
Tenant
Referencing
DISCOUNTS
UNDERTAKEN BY CRLA
For Assistance
Contact Ruth Clarke
Tel: 01872 554498 (mobile 07984 250129)
Email: crlawp@gmail.com

IF

TRAGO Stores – DISCOUNTS
Remember to use your Trago2Business Card whenever
you visit a Trago store for 15% discounts on most items.
If you do not have a Trago2Business card please
email sales@trago2business.co.uk or ‘phone 01579
321331 stating your name and CRLA membership
number.

TRAINING—DISCOUNTS
Sue Bryer Training
A range of courses tailored to meet landlord’s specific
needs. Currently all being held on-line
Details of each course will be circulated via emails

(Continued on page 26)
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MEMBER BENEFITS
YOGA—DISCOUNTS
The Yoga Hut, Berkeley Vale, Falmouth.
Tel: 07769 803806
email: yogahut@btinternet.com
web: yogahut.net
10% discount for CRLA members
Electronic Storage of Risk Assessments
Send your Fire Risk Assessment or Legionnaires Risk
Assessment to us and we will store it securely with all
CRLA files and send you a reminder each year to
consider updating the assessment(s).

Please check the CRLA website for other
companies wishing to work with the
CRLA
NB: Not all companies listed on the
CRLA website Trade Directory offer
member benefits.
https://crla.org.uk/public-pages/tradedirectory/

Please Note:
Use of a free initial advice listed in the
trade directory does not tie you to using
the service you contact. If you do decide
to hire that company they will quote you
for the work involved at their usual rate.
If you have a helpful supplier or efficient
professional why not suggest to them that
they could potentially increase their
business by offering discounts to CRLA
members. Give them Ruth Clarke’s
contact details.
If you would like to see your company
included in this listing please contact
Ruth Clarke.
Tel: 01872 554498
Email: crlawp@gmail.com

Only the companies listed here offer
discounts or benefits to CRLA members.
These companies can also be found on the
listing in the CRLA Trade Directory on
our website

Can I take this opportunity of encouraging members
considering any type of insurance to talk to the agents
included in this listing.
The commission paid by them to the CRLA helps to keep
your membership fees down.
John Bateman Insurance Consultants Limited
Alan Boswell Group
Talking to any agent or other service provider or supplier
does not mean you are committed to
using their service(s).
Make sure you get the best product for your business.
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contact details
Your Directors
Ruth Clarke (Chairman and Facilitator)

(01872) 554498
(Mobile: 07984 250129)
crlawp@gmail.com

Anne Ball

07971 785092
ab2112@ymail.com

Claire Taylor

(01326) 313785
ctninebar@aol.com

Annett Osborne

(01872) 865586
nettles@wandt.eclipse.co.uk

John Savage (Accountant)
(01872) 271947
CALL JOHN FOR FREE INITIAL ACCOUNTANCY AND TAX ADVICEjohn@johnsavageaccountancy.co.uk
www.johnsavageaccountancy.co.uk
Ann Spary

(01726) 882077

Graham Blackler

(01872) 530651
blacklgrah@aol.com

Nikki Davis

07792 928871
nikki_davis@live.co.uk

Neil Badcock

07966 66778597
neilbadcock@outlook.com

Consultant

Jeff Hick (Fire Safety Advisor)
CALL JEFF FOR FREE INITIAL FIRE SAFETY ADVICE

Cornwall Residential Landlords Association
Registered Office:
Rohirrim
Penhallow
Truro
Cornwall TR4 9NB
Company Number: 5363025
Website: www.crla.org.uk
All Enquiries: 01872 554498
Email: crlawp@gmail.com

(01872) 277256
(Mobile: 07815 854691)
jeffhick@hotmail.com
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diary dates

On-line Meetings
Using Zoom
Further General Meetings
Meetings will be held at County Hall, Truro if possible, otherwise on-line using Zoom
(A link will be emailed to members)
Tuesday 7th September (AGM—Using Microsoft Teams)
Tuesday 2nd November
Meetings of the Directors
Meetings will be held at Glen Carne if possible, otherwise on-line using Microsoft
Teams
(A link will be emailed to directors)
Thursday 11th August
Thursday 13th October
Thursday 8th December

All contributions for the next CRLA Newsletter should be emailed to
crlawp@gmail.com
BY the 12th August

All rights in and relating to this publication are expressly reserved.
No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any
form or by any means without written permission from the CRLA.
The views expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily those of the CRLA and readers should

seek the guidance of a suitably qualified professional before taking any action or entering into any
agreement or documentation generally in reliance upon the information contained in this
publication.
Whilst the publishers have taken every care in compiling this publication to ensure accuracy at the
time of going to press, they do not accept liability or responsibility for errors or omissions therein
however caused.

